For-Profit Member User License Agreement for First DIHARD Challenge Development - SEEDLingS (LDC2019S10) and First DIHARD Challenge Evaluation - SEEDLingS (LDC2019S13)

("User") agrees to use the data designated as First DIHARD Challenge Development - SEEDLingS (LDC2019S10) and First DIHARD Challenge Evaluation - SEEDLingS (LDC2019S13) (collectively, the “SEEDLingS-DIHARD Data”) distributed by the Linguistic Data Consortium (“LDC”) subject to the provisions of the LDC For-Profit Membership Agreement and to the following understandings, terms and conditions.

1. **User** may include limited excerpts from the SEEDLingS-DIHARD Data in presentations, articles, reports and other documents describing the results of their linguistic and language-based research and technology development provided that they have obtained permission from Elika Bergelson (elika.bergelson@duke.edu (mailto:elika.bergelson@duke.edu)) to use any audio clips from the SEEDLingS-DIHARD Data in such presentations, articles, reports and other documents.

2. **User** shall provide appropriate citation to the SEEDLings-DIHARD Data in all presentations, articles, reports and other documents describing the SEEDLingS-DIHARD Data and/or the results of their linguistic and language-based research and technology development as follows: Bergelson (2016). Bergelson Seedlings HomeBank Corpus. doi:10.21415/T5PK6D.

**User** shall send a signed copy of this agreement to LDC (1) by email to ldc@ldc.upenn.edu (mailto:ldc@ldc.upenn.edu) or (2) by facsimile, Attention: Membership Office, +1 215-573-2175.

_________________________  __________________  ________________
Printed Name                                      Signature                            Date

Name of Organization:                   ______________________________

Phone Number:                       _______________

Mailing Address:                      ________________
                      ________________
                      ________________